
This month, I will continue to examine
some of the things that a programmer
must do in order to successfully trans-

late an interpretive REXX edit macro into
compiled COBOL code. The specific areas
that will be explained are:

� Ways to mimic built-in function (BIF)
code in a language like COBOL

� How to invoke an edit macro once it has
been translated into COBOL

Last month, I focused primarily on the
ISPF service calls (ISPLINK and ISPEXEC).
Getting these calls correctly coded in both
languages is the fundamental task for the
ISPF portion of the translation between
REXX and COBOL.

When I am going through a translation, as a
first step, I will get the skeletal ISPF frame-
work in the new language working correctly.
Only when I am satisfied that the start to finish
flow of the ISPF calls is correct (or nearly so),
will I begin to flesh out the actual logic of the
macro. In this context, I am using the word
“logic” to refer to all non-ISPF code.

THE CURSOR POSITION

The first bit of logic in the LENSTG edit
macro depends entirely upon where the cursor
is positioned within the visible screen of the
edit session. This position is returned to both
the REXX and the COBOL edit macro by way
of the CURSOR assignment statement of the
edit macro API. Refer to FIGURE 1.

Once all initial ISPF housekeeping has been
finished, both macros ask the same question:

Is the cursor positioned within the actual
data area?

Where else might the cursor be positioned?
The cursor might be in the command line or
in the left-hand line command area. In these

situations, the field that holds the columnar
cursor position will be set to zero. The IF state-
ment is identical in both REXX and COBOL:

COBOL
If Curscol > Zero

REXX
IF CURSCOL > 0 THEN DO

With the exception of the “THEN DO”,
which is required in REXX when more than
one imperative statement is subordinate to an
IF, the statements are identical. Note that I
chose to use the exact same variable names
(Curscol, Cursrow, etc) within the function
pool of both macros. Using the same exact
variable names helps when translating
between languages.

MAIN LOGIC

If the cursor is not within the data area, both
versions of the macro consider this an error
condition that precludes any further process-
ing. So when the cursor column is zero, both
macros exit with an error message that reads:
Cannot Determine Length.

If the cursor is within the data, in REXX,
the SUBSTR BIF is used to isolate the larger

string that is being pointed to by the cursor. In
COBOL, a reference modification that uses
the Curscolvariable as the beginning position
is used to isolate the first byte of the string
being pointed to.

Both versions of the macro check for three
conditions before doing anything. These are:

1. Is the cursor pointing to an apostrophe?
2. Is the cursor pointing to a quote?
3. Is the cursor pointing to a blank?

All three of these conditions require that
an iterative, scanning loop be invoked. In
the case of the apostrophe/quote, the loop
scans the pointed-to string in a forward
direction looking for the closing apostro-
phe/quote (and counting the characters as it
progresses). In the blank case, the loop
looks for any non-blank and again, counts
blanks as it goes.

FIGURE 2 shows this essential scanning
logic in COBOL.

Where the translation between languages
begins to diverge is in the “everything else”
condition. Or, when the cursor is NOT point-
ing at one of the three specialized characters
(apostrophe/quote/space), then whatever it is
pointing to must be the string whose length
is desired.

In REXX, determining this length requires
only two lines of code:

REXX
PARSE VAR STRING1 FIRST XTRA

LN = LENGTH(FIRST)

The larger variable named STRING1 is
the input to the PARSE BIF with the VAR
parameter. This isolates the first sub-string
contained within the larger string into the
variable named FIRST. Then the LENGTH
BIF is used to transfer the number of bytes
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occupied by FIRST into the variable named
LN. Simple.

In COBOL, an UNSTRING could have
been used to duplicate the function of the
PARSE VAR, but I elected not to use
UNSTRING. The reason that I avoided
UNSTRING is because there really is no
COBOL verb or BIF that supplies the length
of a free-form string. Since I had a scanning
routine already coded that looked for an
“out-character,” I simply elected to initialize
the out character variable to a space, leave
the space in place on the “When Other” con-
dition, and then use the same logic in the
scanning routine that derived the length of
quoted strings. Not quite as simple as
REXX, but not too complex, either.

SEARCH PATHS

Interpretive REXX EXECs can reside as
members of PDS datasets at either DD name
SYSEXEC, SYSPROC or in an ALTLIB
established DD name. This is one of the things
that makes writing REXX EXECs so much
fun. A developer can literally sit in edit on
their REXX code, issue saves, and then invoke
it over and over again in test mode. No com-
pile or assembly required.

Most developers also learn to prefix the
REXX (or CLIST) name with a percent sign
so that the load module portion of the
TSO/ISPF search is totally bypassed. In full-
screen ISPF, this percent sign prefixing has the
added benefit of preventing the three asterisks
that TSO displays from displaying (and the
attendant “jump” of the cursor to the screen
coordinates of the three asterisks).

Edit macros that are written in compiled or
assembled languages must be compiled and
linked (obviously!) in order to test them.
Further, the load library that such modules are
linked into must be available on the TSO/ISPF
search path for the developer’s TSO session.

The choices here are many. In the list that
follows, the ranking (top-to-bottom) indicates
“most difficult and problematic” to “easiest
and most controllable.” Note that my context
here is that of a macro developer’s TSO ses-
sion, not a live production TSO environment.

HOW TO EXPOSE A LOAD
MODULE TO THE SEARCH PATH

1. Link into a load library that is
pre-allocated to the STEPLIB
concatenation of your TSO session.
Normally, not a good method due to the

fact that such load libraries are usually
not under the control (RACF or
otherwise) of individuals. Additionally,
repeated link-editing might exhaust the
free space, and this is a REAL problem.

2. Link into a load library that is either
pre-allocated to the ISPLLIB
concatenation (if one exists) or a

LIBDEF’d ISPLLIB concatenation.
This is a much better alternative but still
not ideal. For example, if an edit macro
is a “pure” load module, where is the
opportunity to do the LIBDEF?
Only a pre-existing ISPLLIB will
work in the “pure” load module edit
macro situation.

The first one assigns the current cursor coordinates to two variables. The second one does the opposite—it repositions
the cursor based upon the current values in the row/column variables.

(CURSROW,CURSCOL) = CURSOR
CURSOR  = (CURSROW,CURSCOL)

FIGURE 1: THE TWO VARIATIONS OF THE CURSOR EDIT MACRO SERVICE

The REXX code does almost the exact same thing except in the “When Other” case. The data item named Field-Length
will contain the length of the pointed-to string when the 1000-Byte-Count routine is finished.

Working-Storage Section.
01  Misc-Fields.

05  Work-Length        Pic S9(08) Binary.
05  Beg-Pos            Pic S9(08) Binary.
05  A-Quote            Pic  X(01) Value X”7F”.
05  An-Apost           Pic  X(01) Value X”7D”.
05  Out-Character      Pic  X(01) Value Space.
05  Out-Condition      Pic  X(01) Value “E”.

88  Out-Condition-Is-Equal     Value “E”.
05  Field-Length    Pic S9(07) Packed-Decimal.

Procedure Division.
.

If Curscol > Zero
Evaluate True

When A-Line (Curscol:1) = A-Quote
Compute Beg-Pos = Curscol + 1
Move A-Quote  To Out-Character
Perform 1000-Byte-Count       Thru 1000-Exit

When A-Line (Curscol:1) = An-Apost
Compute Beg-Pos = Curscol + 1
Move An-Apost To Out-Character
Perform 1000-Byte-Count       Thru 1000-Exit

When A-Line (Curscol:1) = Space
Move Curscol  To Beg-Pos
Move “N”      To Out-Condition
Perform 1000-Byte-Count       Thru 1000-Exit

When Other
Move Curscol  To Beg-Pos
Perform 1000-Byte-Count       Thru 1000-Exit

End-Evaluate

1000-Byte-Count.
Move Zeros To Field-Length.

If Out-Condition-Is-Equal
Perform Varying Tally From Beg-Pos By 1
Until A-Line (Tally:1) = Out-Character
Or  Tally > Dsnamlrc

Add 1 To Field-Length
End-Perform

Else
Perform Varying Tally From Beg-Pos By 1
Until A-Line (Tally:1) Not = Space
Or  Tally > Dsnamlrc

Add 1 To Field-Length
End-Perform.

1000-Exit. Exit.

FIGURE 2: COBOL CODE THAT DETERMINES WHAT THE STARTING CHARACTER OF THE STRING
IS, ACCOMPANIED BY THE ACTUAL SCANNING LOOP
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3. Link into a load library that has been
activated as a tasklib by way of the
TSOLIB command. This is my
preferred method.

The reason I prefer the TSOLIB method
is because it most closely simulates the
eventual production environment. That is,
when my macro is ready to “go live,” a simple
link into a linklist load library will activate
it. I didn’t even include the linklist option in
my numbered list above because it really
isn’t a good method to test a macro. This is
especially true if a developer is making
changes to an existing linklisted macro with
an identical name—the changes would show
up immediately! In production. Not desir-
able in the least.

Another huge advantage to TSOLIB is that
I have complete control over my own load
library. If compression or even a delete and
reallocate is required, no problem.

CONCLUSION

The final oddity of load module invocation
of an edit macro is that exclamation point pre-
fixing is usually required. That is, to invoke a
linked module named LENSTG as an edit
macro, it would have to be entered as:
!LENSTG in the command line.

Why is this? Because the ISPF edit environ-
ment assumes that all user-written edit macros
are written in interpretive, command processor
languages like REXX or CLIST. A load
module search will NOT even be done if the
exclamation point isn’t included. Think of this
as “the opposite” of the percent sign prefix for
a known REXX/CLIST module.

Another weird quirk: The exclamation point
is counted in the length of the name. This
means that the member name assigned to the
load module macro can be no longer than
seven characters because the exclamation
point is counted as the eighth.

There are ways to bypass this exclamation
point requirement. Read about the DEFINE
service of the edit macro API for more
information. Another quirk is that once a
load module edit macro has been invoked
once by using the exclamation point prefix,
it is automatically “DEFINE’d” and can be
subsequently invoked without the exclama-
tion point prefix.

This “once invoked, defined” feature for
link edited macros isn’t persistent, though.
That is, once a particular edit session has been
ended, the definition is lost, and the macro

invocation will again require the exclamation
point in a new edit session.

The ultimate way to avoid any of these
problems is to use something like what I have
written for myself. I call it a launching
framework. It is table driven, knows what
environments it is executing in, and is very
flexible with regard to parameters, customiza-
tion, and addition of new functionality.

But that’s another column.  
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